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Weather hits
world stonefruit
production
Decline driven by down seasons in China
and Europe, the world's largest peach
and nectarine producers
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2020/21 marketing year as adverse weather
conditions impact output in top producers

rise in exports, which is also spurring
The EU is forecast to produce 3.5m tonnes,
a decline of over 600,000 tonnes following
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harvest. This should see a corresponding
further investment and expansion from
the Turkish stonefruit industry.
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140,000 tonnes, nearly tripling in four
years,” the report said.
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which is expected to contribute to a
500,000 tonne drop in overall stonefruit
production to 14.5m tonnes. Its exports are
also predicted

crop of 691,000 tonnes, down 26,000 tonnes
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Bucking the trend is Turkey, which is
anticipating growth for the sixth straight
year. This year its production
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